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Abstract 

To meet the inspection requirements, all Ultrasonic (UT) probes, used for Pressure Tube (PT) inspection in CANDU 
reactors, should perform according to specification at various offsets caused by tube deformation due to the 

irradiation, temperature and aging effects. PT axial elongation, diametrical expansion, wall thinning and tube sag 
lead to the variations in the probe water-paths. This, in turn, entails changes in the UT beam trajectory, reflection 
and refraction angles, focusing, and UT pulse time-of-flight. All these changes affect performance of the UT probes 
and ability of the inspection system to detect, characterize and size flaws. The ranges of offsets of each probe were 

determined based on the effects of various deformation components. Performance of each probe was investigated at 
different offsets. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Analysis performed below is based on investigation of the Ultrasonic (UT) detection and sizing 

of flaws in Pressure Tubes (PT) used in CANDU reactors. Due to the PT deformations all UT 

probe positions tend to change and deviate from the nominal values. The total deformation (due 
to the irradiation, temperature and aging effects) consists of a few components: PT axial 

elongation, diametrical expansion, wall thinning, tube sag, and also off-centering of the Rotating 
Probe M odule (RPM ). All these factors lead to variations in the probe Water-Paths (WP), i.e. to 

the probe displacement (offset) in all directions, and also to the probe tilting. This, in turn, entails 

some changes in the UT beam trajectory in heavy water D2O and within the PT wall (PT is made 
from ZrNb), reflection and refraction angles, focusing, and UT pulse time-of-flight.  

 
All these changes affect performance of the UT probes and ability  of the inspection system to 

detect, characterize and size flaws. To meet the inspection requirements, all the UT probes 

should perform at various offsets. The ranges of offsets of the each UT probe will be calculated 
below based on the effects of various deformation components. The obtained results of probe 

testing at different offsets, presented below, allow determining the ranges of offsets, within 

which techniques using various probes can meet the Inspection Specification (IS) requirements. 
Emphasize that similar approach can be used to investigate the inspection performance limits on 

flaw detection and sizing for various inspection systems and in different objects. 
 

2 Offset Ranges  
 
The objective of this work is to determine the impact of the PT deformations and RPM  off-

centering on the performance of all the UT probes, based on the ability  of the UT probes to 
detect and size the PT calibration notches, and to determine the limits of the offsets for all UT 

probes, at which their performance comply with the IS requirements on the flaw detection and 
sizing. All UT probes, used during field inspection, should provide acceptable performance at 
various offsets within the required range. 
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The major effect has the probe displacement along the probe axial axis leading to the WP change 
(i.e. deviation from the nominal WP). The influence of probe tilting (about 10) and displacements 

(<1mm) in other directions, are definitely  within the tolerances on the probe incident angle 
(specification requirement is ±2

0
) and focal length (specification requirement is ±1-2mm, 

depending on the probe type). Therefore, these deviations from the probe nominal positions lead 

only to rather insignificant variations in the probe performance. 
 

The total offset of the RPM  and all UT probes in the radial direction due to the PT creep and 
RPM off-centering (i.e. centering tolerance) consists of four components: 
1. Tolerance of the RPM centering position in the radial direction (possible deviation from its 

nominal value) is about ±1mm. 

2. Maximum sag of the PT at the end of design life lies within the range from +5mm to -90mm. 
It leads to the RPM  maximum off-centering (radial offset variation or the RPM deviation 

from the nominal position) of ∼±1.3mm at the end of PT design life (∼30 years).  
3. Two factors, #1 and #2 together, lead to the RPM  off-centering (radial offset variation or the 

RPM  deviation from the nominal position). As a result, each probe WP deviation from its 

nominal value is in a range between -2.3mm and +2.3mm at the end of design life. 
4. Increase of Inside Diameter (ID) of the PT. During the PT design life (∼30 years), the range 

of the required ID values, according to the IS requirements, is 102-112mm and the typical 
nominal ID is 103mm, while the range of the nominal ID lies from 102mm to 104.2mm. 

These two factors (variations in the nominal (as installed) ID and the diametrical expansion 
at the end of PT life) lead, even in the case of the absolutely ideal RPM  centering, to a 
significant probe WP variations (deviation from its nominal value) ranging from -0.5mm to 

+4.5mm during the PT design life. This range is actually  the deviation of the PT radius from 
its typical nominal value.   

5. PT wall thinning. During the PT design life, the range of the required wall thickness (WT) 
values, according to the IS requirements, is 3.5-4.7mm at the typical nominal WT=4.1mm, 
while the range of the nominal WT lies from 3.9mm to 4.7mm. These two factors (variations 

in the nominal (as installed) WT and the wall thinning at the end of PT life) lead to the UT 

beam trajectory length variations within the range from -0.6mm to +0.6mm during the PT 
design life from their standard values at the typical nominal WT.  

• The wall thinning does not affect the performance of the 20MHz Normal Beam (NB) 
probe (ID focused probe), because this probe is focused directly  on the PT ID, and its 

acoustic beam does not go inside the PT wall [2].  

• For the shear wave angle probes in the Pulse-Echo (PE) and Pitch-Catch (PC) modes of 
operation [2] the wall thinning leads to the beam trajectory length deviation of about 

±1.5mm from the nominal beam trajectory length within the PT wall (propagation along 
one half-skip from the ID to the Outside Diameter (OD) and then from the OD to the ID 

at ~46
0
 refraction angle for the Clock-Wise (CW) and Counter-Clock-Wise (CCW) 

probes after refraction at the interface D2O/ZrNb and at ~37.5
0
 refraction angle for the 

Forward (FW) and Backward (BW) probes after refraction at the interface D2O/ZrNb). 

The ±1.5mm (trajectory length deviation from the nominal trajectory length) corresponds 

to the respective WP deviation from its nominal value of about ±2.5mm, because of the 
difference between the speeds of propagation of the shear UT wave in ZrNb and the 

longitudinal UT wave in heavy water.  



• For the NB material/OD focused probe [2] the wall thinning leads to the beam trajectory 
length deviation about ±0.6mm from the nominal value within the PT wall. This value 
corresponds to the respective WP deviation from its nominal value of about ±2mm, 

because of the difference between the speeds of propagation of the longitudinal UT 
waves in ZrNb and in heavy water.  

• For the 10M Hz NB probe [2] the wall thinning leads to the beam trajectory length 
deviations about ±0.6mm and ±1.2mm from the nominal values within the PT wall for 1st 
and 2

nd
 back-wall reflections respectively. These values correspond to the respective WP 

deviations from their nominal values of about ±2mm and ±4mm respectively, because of 
the difference between the speeds of propagation of the longitudinal UT waves in ZrNb 

and in heavy water.    
 
The deterministic character of the creep effects, described above, can be summed up to obtain 

the total offset. In the worst case scenario, the maximum possible total radial offsets of the 
probes (deviations from the nominal values of the probe WP) during the PT design life, taking 

into consideration all the components mentioned above and assuming that they all contribute 

coherently , will have the following values presented in Table 2.1. 
 

Table 2.1. Probe WP deviations from their nominal values 
 

 M aximum probe WP 

deviation from its 
nominal value due to 

RPM off-centering 
because of PT sag 

and RPM  centering 

tolerance 

Maximum 

probe WP 
deviation from 

its nominal 
value due to 

PT ID increase 

M aximum 

probe WP 
deviation 

from its 
nominal value 

due to PT 

wall thinning 

Total probe 

WP deviation 
from its 

nominal 
value due to 

all factors 

Shear wave 

probes in PE 

and PC 
modes of 
operation 

From -2.3mm to 

+2.3mm 

From -0.5mm 

to +4.5mm 

From -2.5mm 

to +2.5mm 

From 

-5.3mm to 

+9.3mm 

20M Hz NB 

probe 

From -2.3mm to 

+2.3mm 

From -0.5mm 

to +4.5mm 

No effect From 

-2.8mm to 
+6.8mm 

10M Hz NB 
probe 1

st
  

back-wall 

reflection 

From -2.3mm to 
+2.3mm 

From -0.5mm 
to +4.5mm 

From -2mm to 
+2mm 

From 
-4.8mm to 

+8.8mm 

10M Hz NB 
probe 2

nd
 

back-wall 

reflection 

From -2.3mm to 
+2.3mm 

From -0.5mm 
to +4.5mm 

From -4mm to 
+4mm 

From 
-6.8mm to 

+10.8mm 

M aterial/OD 

focused probe 

From -2.3mm to 

+2.3mm 

From -0.5mm 

to +4.5mm 

From -2mm to 

+2mm 

From 

-4.8mm to 
+8.8mm 



3 Equipment and specimens used for experiments  
 

A calibrated UT inspection system and a computerized scanning rig with rotary and three axial 

motions were used for testing. The test system consists of a UT pulser-receiver UTEX UT-340, a 
SONIX digitizer card STR-81G, and Winspect data acquisition software. An RPM  with standard 

UT probes for PT inspection [2] was employed for the testing. The tests were performed in 
heavy water. 780’ long cables, representing cables used during the field inspection were 

employed. Two PT specimens containing various calibration notches (ID and OD, axial and 

circumferential) were used for measurements.  
 

During the test, the RPM with UT probes was set up in the scanning rig and put inside a PT 
specimen. The PT specimen was filled with heavy water and positioned on the rotating table. 

The inspection procedures and techniques (2D amplitude C-scans and 3D B-scans), used for 

testing, were based on code requirements, inspection specifications, and current standard 
procedures and practices for PT flaw detection and sizing [2]. Different offsets were simulated 

by shifting rod with the RPM  in the radial direction. 

 

4 Probe testing at different offsets 
 
4.1 Circumferential clock-wise pulse-echo detection amplitude C-scans 

 
In accordance with the current inspection procedures and practices for flaw detection in the PT, 
the CW PE amplitude C-scans were performed with a 0.1

0 
circumferential raster and 0.9mm 

axial raster. ID and OD shear wave axial calibration notches were scanned at different WP values 
with 1mm increment in the range from -5.3mm to +9.3mm offsetting from the nominal 

WP=20.6mm. Note that this range of possible WP covers the range specified in Table 2.1 in 
Section 2.  
 

The obtained results show that within the specified range of the offsets from -5.3mm to +9.3mm, 

all notches can be reliably detected. This means that techniques using the shear wave angle PE 
circumferential probes meet the inspection requirements within the specified range of the offsets. 
 
There is also a necessity  of maintaining more or less uniform detection sensitivity  at different 

offsets. The measurements show that the response amplitudes vary significantly  within the 

specified range of the offsets: about ~6-8dB for the OD notches and about ~3-4dB for the ID 
notches. It occurs because the offset change leads to the variations of the UT beam incident 
angle, refraction angle, water-path, trajectory, and focusing.   
 

Similar results were obtained for the CCW PE scans because the CW and CCW probe positions 

are absolutely symmetrical.  
 
Tests performed using the axially positioned angle PE FW and BW probes demonstrated that 

within specified range of the offsets from -5.3mm to +9.3mm, all notches can be reliably 
detected. This means that techniques using the shear wave angle PE axial probes also meet the 

inspection requirements within specified range of the offsets. But at the same time, these probes 
also have non-uniform detection sensitivity  at the different offsets.  



4.2 Angle shear wave circumferential PC B-scans 
 

In accordance with the current inspection procedures and practices for flaw sizing in the PT, the 
circumferential PC (CPC) 3D B-scans were performed with a 0.1

0
 circumferential raster and 

0.4mm axial raster. Shear wave axial ID and OD calibration notches were scanned at different 

WP with offset from the nominal WP=20.6mm within the range from -5.3mm to +9.3mm with 
1mm increment. This range of possible WP covers the range specified in Table 2.1. 

 
On the all obtained 3D B-scans depths of the notches were determined by measuring respective 
time interval and using formula derived on the base of the geometrical acoustics approximation  

 

                                                                       d = 1.732·∆t,                                                           (1) 
 
where d is the depth of the notch (in millimeters) and ∆t is the time interval between the primary 
PC response and the notch response (in microseconds). 

 

The example of the obtained results for ID calibration notch is presented in Fig. 4.1. 
 

     

 

Figure 4.1. 2D CPC B-scans at the middle of the notch derived from 3D CPC B-scans of the ID 

axial rectangular shear wave calibration notch 6.35mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. 

Probes: CW+CCW, center frequency f=10M Hz, aperture diameter D=9.5mm, focal length 
FL=33mm, incident angle α=25

0
. Cable 780’ long. a - offset is 0mm, b - offset is -3mm,  

c - offset is +2mm. 
 

Fig. 4.1 shows the CPC B-images at zero offset and at the extreme offsets, when calibration 

notch can still be detected. In other words, maximum range of the offsets, within which the CPC 
B-scan technique can still detect and size the ID flaws, lies from -3mm to +2mm. It occurs 

because the crossover of the directivity  patterns of two shear wave angle CPC probes shifts 

significantly with offset. As a result, the CPC technique loses sensitivity, resolution and ability to 
detect and size flaws. Notch images in Figs. 4.1b-4.1c are very weak and fuzzy.  

a b c 

Very weak 

notch image 

Very weak 

notch image 

Strong 

notch image 



Similar results were obtained for the OD axial shear wave calibration notches. Depths of the 
notches were determined by measuring time interval ∆t and using formula (1). Obtained results 

clearly  demonstrate that depths of notches can be measured within range from -3mm to +2mm 
with relative error ~15-30%, which is almost independent of the offset. Note that at offsets less 
than -3mm or greater than +2mm, the notch cannot be detected and sized, because the CPC B-

scan technique does not work at such offsets. 
 

Based on the performed measurements, the graph of the amplitude of the main CPC response vs. 
probes offset was obtained, see Fig. 4.2. Amplitude of the main CPC response at zero offset was 
used as a reference level and was set at 0dB. All other response amplitudes were recalculated 

into dB in the relation to this reference level. 
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Figure 4.2. Primary CPC response amplitude on clean tube vs. probes offset. 

 

Although there is a necessity  of maintaining uniform detection sensitivity  at different offsets, the 
graph in Fig. 4.2 shows that the response amplitudes vary significantly , about ~30dB, within 

specified range of the offsets. It occurs because the offset change leads to the variations in the 

UT beam incident angle, refraction angle, water-path, trajectory, and focusing. As a result, the 
crossover of the directivity patterns of two shear wave angle CPC probes shifts significantly  with 

offset. 

 
Thus, techniques using the shear wave CPC probes cannot provide detection and sizing of the 

calibration notches within the whole required offset range from -5.3mm to +9.3mm, i.e. these 
techniques do not meet the IS requirements. However, the CPC B-scan technique can detect and 

size the ID and OD flaws within the offset range from -3mm to +2mm. 

 
Tests, performed by using angle Axial PC (APC) probes, provided similar results, i.e. the APC 

technique does not meet the IS requirements within the whole required offset range from -5.3mm 
to +9.3mm. However, the APC B-scan technique can detect and size the ID and OD flaws within 

the offset range from -3mm to +2mm. Depths of the notches can be measured within this range 

with relative error ~15-30%, which is almost independent of the offset. The response amplitudes 
vary significantly , about ~30dB, within the specified range of the offsets. 



4.3 20MHz normal beam 3D B-scans 
 

In accordance with the current inspection procedures and practices for flaw detection and sizing 
in the PT, the 20MHz NB probe 3D B-scans were performed with a 0.1

0
 circumferential raster 

and 0.2mm axial raster. The ID shear wave calibration notches were scanned at different WP 

with offset from the nominal WP=10mm within the range from -2.8mm to +6.8mm with 1mm 
increment. This range of possible WP covers the range specified in Table 2.1 in Section 2. 

 
The primary response amplitude, when probe is on the clean tube away from any artifacts, was 
measured at different offsets within the whole range from -2.8mm to +6.8mm. Depths of the 

notch images were determined by measuring the respective time interval and using formula 

derived on the base of the geometrical acoustics approximation 
 
                                                                    d = 0.71·∆t,                                                               (2) 
 

where d is the depth of the notch (in millimeters) and ∆t is the time interval between the primary 

NB response and the notch response (in microseconds). 
 
The example of the obtained results is presented below in Figs. 4.3, which shows the 20M Hz NB 
probe B-images at zero offset and at the extreme offsets, when the ID calibration notches still 

can be detected. In other words, maximum range of the offsets, within which the 20MHz NB B-

scan technique still can detect and size the ID flaws, lies from -2mm to +3mm. It occurs because 
the 20M Hz NB probe is a short-focused probe with a short depth of field (about 2mm). 
Therefore, it has a strongly diverging beam, and its focal spot shifts significantly  with offset. As 

a result, the large offset leads to the significant defocusing, and 20M Hz ID focused NB probe 
loses sensitivity , resolution and ability  to detect and size flaws. Notch images in Figs. 4.3b-4.3c 

are very weak and fuzzy. 
 

   

Figure 4.3. 2D NB PE B-scans at the middle of the notch derived from 3D NB PE B-scans of the 
ID axial calibration notch 6.35mm long, 0.15mm wide and 0.15mm deep. Probe: NB, f=20M Hz, 
D=6.35mm, FL=10mm, α=0

0
. Cable 780’ long. a - offset is 0mm, b - offset is -2mm, c - offset is 

+3mm. Color scale is in Fig. 4.1. 

a b c 

Very weak notch image Very weak notch image Strong notch image 



Based on the obtained results, the maximum NB amplitudes on the clean area of the PT were 
measured. Also depths of the notches were determined by measuring time interval ∆t and using 

formula (2). Note that at the offsets less than -2mm or greater than +3mm, the notch cannot be 
detected and sized, because the NB B-scan technique using 20MHz NB probe does not work at 
such offsets. 

 
Based on the performed measurements, the graph of the amplitude of the main NB response vs. 

probe offset was obtained, see Fig. 4.4. Amplitude of the main NB response at zero offset was 
used as a reference level and was set at 0dB. All other response amplitudes were recalculated 
into dB in the relation to this reference level. 
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Figure 4.4. Response amplitude of 20M Hz NB probe on clean tube vs. probe offset. 
 

Although there is a necessity  of maintaining uniform detection sensitivity  at different offsets, the 
obtained results show that response amplitudes vary significantly, about ~30dB, within the whole 
required range of offsets, see Fig. 4.4. It occurs because the offset change leads to variations in 

the UT beam water-path, trajectory, and focusing. 

 
The obtained results clearly  demonstrate that maximum range of the offsets, within which 
technique using the 20M Hz NB probe can still detect and size the ID flaws, lies from -2mm to 
+3mm. Depths of the notches can be measured within this range with relative error ~10-15%, 

which is almost independent of the offset.  

 
4.4 10MHz normal beam probe amplitude C-scans and 3D B-scans 
 
In accordance with the current inspection procedures and practices for flaw detection and sizing 

in the PT, the 10MHz NB probe amplitude C-scans and 3D B-scans were performed. The C-

scans were performed with 0.9mm axial raster and 0.10 circumferential raster, while the 3D B-
scans - with a 0.4mm axial raster and 0.10 circumferential raster. The ID and OD calibration 
notches were scanned at different WP with offset from the nominal WP=24.5mm within the 

range from -6.8mm to +10.8mm with 1mm increment. This range of possible WP covers the 
range specified in Table 2.1 in Section 2. 



On the all obtained amplitude C-scans the response amplitudes of the 2
nd

 back-wall reflection 
were measured. The results show that using amplitude shadowing C-images depicting 2nd back-

wall reflection, the 10M Hz NB probe can detect and size the ID and OD flaws within the whole 
required offset range from -6.8mm to +10.8mm. However, this probe cannot detect the shallow 
and narrow ID and OD shear wave calibration notches by using the amplitude C-images with the 

“material” gate. 
 

There is a necessity of maintaining uniform detection sensitivity at different offsets, and obtained 
results show that the response amplitude distribution is very uniform: it varies ~1dB, within the 
whole specified range of the offsets. It occurs because the 10MHz NB probe is a long-focused 

probe with FL=38mm, and therefore it has a long depth of field (about ~20mm) and a weakly 

diverging acoustic beam. 
 
The 3D B-scan 2

nd
 back-wall reflections of the notches were used to measure lengths of the 

notches at 6dB level and depths of the ID notches per formula (2). These reflections were also 

applied to measure depths of the OD notches by using formula derived on the base of the 

geometrical acoustics approximation 
  
                                                                   d = 2.36·∆t,                                                                (3) 
 

where d is the depth of the notch (in millimeters) and ∆t is the time interval between the 1
st
 back-

wall response and the notch bottom reflection (in microseconds). 
 
Depths of the notches can be measured within the whole required range of offsets with relative 

error <10%, which is almost independent of the offset. 
 

Obtained results show that B-scan technique using the 10MHz NB probe cannot provide 
detection and sizing of the ID and OD shallow and narrow shear wave calibration notches. It 
occurs because the 10M Hz NB probe is small-diameter, low-frequency and long-focused probe. 

Therefore, this probe has a wide UT beam (~1.2mm diameter at -6dB level) and rather long UT 
pulse. Respectively, probe’s resolution and accuracy of measurements are low. However, 

technique using this probe can detect and size (again, only with a low resolution and a low 
accuracy of measurements) the NB OD calibration notches by using the B-scan technique.   
 

4.5 Normal beam material/OD focused probe amplitude C-scans and 3D B-scans 
 

In accordance with the current inspection procedures and practices for flaw detection and sizing 

in the PT, the NB material/OD focused probe amplitude C-scans and 3D B-scans were 
performed. The C-scans were performed with 0.9mm axial raster and 0.10 circumferential raster, 

while the 3D B-scans - with a 0.4mm axial raster and 0.10 circumferential raster. The calibration 
notches were scanned at different WP with offset from the nominal WP=21mm within the range 

from -4.8mm to +8.8mm with 1mm increment. This range of possible WP covers the range 

specified in Table 2.1 in Section 2.  
 

The obtained results show that technique using the NB material/OD focused probe can detect, 

clearly  resolve and size all material/OD NB calibration notches within the whole required offset 



range from -4.8mm to +8.8mm. There is a necessity  of maintaining uniform detection sensitivity  
at different offsets; the obtained results show that the response amplitude distribution is rather 

uniform: it varies about ~3-4dB within the whole required offset range. It occurs because the 
material/OD focused probe has a logarithmic acoustic lens [3]. Therefore, it provides a 
“stretched” focal zone, i.e. it forms a narrow weakly diverging UT beam within a long axial 

range [3]. However, even in the laboratory conditions, the NB material/OD focused probe 
requires a high gain (~20dB higher than the 10MHz NB probe) for a normal operation, which 

leads to some problems in the field conditions.   
 
The circumferential widths of the notches at 6dB level can be measured, because the UT beam, 

generated by the material/OD focused probe, is narrow and weakly diverging (diameter ~0.4mm 

at -6dB level within axial range from 23mm to 54mm). Depths of the notches can also be 
determined by measuring the respective time interval ∆t and using formula (3) within the whole 
required range of offsets with relative error about ~5-10%, which is almost independent of the 
offset. 

 

5 Rate of probe performance deterioration with PT age 
 

Now estimate the rate of the PT creep and RPM off-centering with the PT age on the UT probe 
performance, based on the available field data related to the PT deformation with years of 

service.   

 
5.1 20MHz normal beam probe 

 
Start from the 20MHz NB probe. The offset range, within which this probe is not meeting the IS 
requirements, can be calculated by formula, considering that offset changes linearly  with PT age 

and axial coordinate z: 
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,                                                       (4)   

 

where ∆RNB is the radial offset (in mm), t is the PT age (in years), z is the PT axial coordinate 
with origin in the middle of the PT, and L=6m is the nominal PT length.     
 

Formula (4) (and similar formula discussed below for the PC probes) was derived basing on the 
following suggestions: 

1. It is assumed that sag change, ID increase and wall thinning are the deterministic processes 
working additively.   

2. It is assumed that RPM centering is a probabilistic process with uniform distribution. 

3. Only one typical nominal (as installed) ID value ID=103mm is used for assessment, although 
the initial nominal PT ID values are the probabilistic quantities with the uniform distribution 

within the range from 102mm to 104.2mm.  
4. Only the average ID increase +4.8mm (or 3.7%) is used for assessment, although the values 

of the diametrical expansion, based on the available field data, are different for different 

nuclear stations. These values are the probabilistic quantities with the uniform distribution 



within the range from minimum +3.3mm (or 2.5%) to maximum +6.2mm (or 5%). 
Therefore, the average increase of the PT radius equals +2.4mm. 

5. Only one typical nominal (as installed) WT value 4.1mm is used for estimation, although the 
initial nominal PT WT values are the probabilistic quantities with the uniform distribution 
within the range from 3.9mm to 4.7mm. 

6. Only the average WT decrease -0.36mm (or 6.5%) is used for estimation, although the values 
of the wall thinning, based on the available field data, are different for different nuclear 

stations. These values are the probabilistic quantities with the uniform distribution within the 
range from minimum -0.3mm (or 4.5%) to maximum -0.44mm (or 8.8%). The average wall 
thinning (-0.36mm) corresponds to the UT beam trajectory length decrease about -0.9mm 

within the PT wall (based on calculation similar to the one performed above in Section 2). 

Recalculating this -0.9mm into the PC probe WP change in water, we obtain -1.5mm WP 
decrease (again this is based on calculation similar to the one performed above in Section 2). 

7. It is assumed that the ID increase and WT decrease are described by correlations, which are 
approximately medium between the linear and the Gaussian ones; this rational is based on the 

available field measurement data. 

 
Formula (4) shows that when z=0mm, the NB probe offset will reach +3mm at t=19 years at the 
top part in the middle of the PT. Then with years, this area, where the NB probe does not meet 
the sizing IS requirements, will grow up in the axial and circumferential directions.   

 

Calculate the axial dimension of the PT area, where the NB probe does not meet the IS 
requirements on sizing. Formula (4) shows that at t=30 years, the offset threshold +3mm will be 
reached at z=1.1m. It means that at the end of the PT life, the area, where the NB probe does not 

meet the IS requirements on sizing, will occupy in the axial direction the length 2.2m in the 
central top part of the PT. However, the real (experimental) distribution of the ID increase is not 

exactly  linear; it looks like something medium between linear and normal distributions. 
Therefore, the offset threshold +3mm will be reached not at z=1.1m, but at a smaller z value 

about z≈0.9m. Then, we obtain the axial length ∆LNB of the area, where the NB probe does not 

meet the IS requirements on sizing: this area is about 1.8m long in the central top part of the PT; 
i.e. on the PT area 1.8/6=~0.3 of the whole PT length the IS requirements cannot be met. The 

obtained result allows deriving the formula for ∆LNB 
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Formula (5) shows how the area, where the NB probe does not meet the IS requirements on 
sizing, grows in axial direction with PT aging from 19 years to 30 years. This area appears at the 

top part in the middle of the PT at 19 years of age, and then linearly  increases reaching ~0.3 of 
the total PT length at 30 years of age.  
 

Now calculate the circumferential dimension ∆CNB of the PT area, where the NB probe does not 
meet the IS requirements on sizing. Simple calculation shows that when PT is 30 years old, this 
area will cover ~80

0 
in the circumferential direction in the central top part of the PT. This result 

allows deriving the formula for ∆CNB  
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This formula shows how the area, where the NB probe does not meet the IS requirements on 

sizing, grows with PT aging from 19 years to 30 years. This area appears at the top part in the 
middle of the PT at 19 years of age, and then linearly  increases with years in the circumferential 
direction reaching 80

0
/360

0
≈0.22 of the total PT size at 30 years of age. 

 

Combining formulae (5) and (6), we obtain that total area ∆SNB of the PT surface (in the axial 
and circumferential directions), where the NB probe does not meet the IS requirements on sizing, 

appears at the top part in the middle of the PT at 19 years of age, and then linearly  increases with 
years in both directions by formula 
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This area reaches ~0.07 (or ~7%) of the whole PT surface, when the PT is 30 years old (end of 

life).   
 

Of course, there are no “black” and “white” areas, where sizing is good, and then suddenly it 

becomes impossible. There is a much larger “grey” area, where the sizing capability gradually  
deteriorates and may be compromised. This means that a “grey” area will start appear in the PT 

earlier than at 19 years of age. Moreover, the two areas, “black” and “grey”, will probably cover 

together about 10-15% of the whole PT surface at the age of 30 years (end of life). 
 

Recall, that all the results, presented above in this Section, were obtained for the typical nominal 
(as installed) ID=103mm and average ID increase 4.8mm at the end of the PT life (30 years). If 

the nominal ID is less or greater than 103mm and if the diametrical expansion is less or greater 

than +4.8mm, then formulae (4)-(7) will be different and the PT age and the portion of its 
surface, where the NB probe does not meet the IS requirements on sizing, will be also different. 

Estimations show that in the best case scenario, the PT age, when deterioration starts, will be 26 
years, and at the end of the PT life the size of the PT surface, where technique using the 20MHz 
NB probe does not meet the IS requirements, will be ~1% of the whole PT surface. In the worst 

case scenario, the PT age when deterioration starts, will be 15 years, and at the end of the PT life 
the size of PT surface, where technique using the 20M Hz NB probe does not meet the IS 

requirements, will be ~13% of the whole PT surface. 
 
Emphasize, that all possible scenarios are equally  probable, because the initial nominal PT ID 

values and the diametrical expansion values are the probabilistic quantities; and both have the 
uniform distributions.   

 
5.2 Angle shear wave PC probes 
 

Now analyze the PC probes ability  of flaw sizing. Assuming that, based on the available field 

data, the PT has a typical nominal (as installed) WT=4.1mm and that an average WT decrease is 



-0.36mm or 6.5%, we can assert that the PC probe offset (due to the wall thinning) will be about    
-0.36mm within the tube wall, and respectively -1.5mm in water (after recalculation, similar to 

the one performed in Section 2).  
 
Using the same reasoning as above for the NB probe, we obtained that offset range, within which 

techniques using the PC probes are not meeting the IS requirements, can be calculated by 
formula, identical to (4) but with coefficient +3.2 instead of +4.7. This new formula shows that 

when z=0mm the PC probe offset will reach the threshold +2mm at t=19 years at the top part in 
the middle of the PT. Then with years this area, where techniques using the PC probes do not 
meet the sizing inspection requirements, will grow up in the axial and circumferential directions. 

Formulae, identical to (5)-(7) for the NB probe but with different coefficients, were derived for 

the PC probes. The respective formula for total area of the PT surface (in the circumferential and 
axial directions), where techniques using the PC probes do not meet the IS requirements on 
sizing, is identical to formula (7) but with coefficient +0.075 instead of +0.066. It means that this 
area reaches ~0.075 (or ~7.5%) of the whole PT surface, when the PT is 30 years old (end of 

life).   

 
Again, as in the case of the NB probe, all these results were obtained for the typical nominal (as 
installed) ID=103mm, typical nominal WT=4.1mm, average wall thinning -0.36mm and average 
ID increase +4.8mm at the end of the PT life (30 years). If all these nominal parameters differ 

from the mentioned ones, then the respective formulae will be different and the PT age and the 

portion of its surface, where techniques using the PC probes do not meet the IS requirements on 
sizing, will be also different. Estimations show that in the best case scenario, the PT age, when 
deterioration starts, will be 38 years, i.e. during the whole PT life the PC probes performance 

will not deteriorate below threshold. In the worst case scenario, the PT age, when deterioration 
starts, will be 7 years, and at the end of the PT life the size of the PT surface, where techniques 

using the PC probes do not meet the IS requirements, will be ~27%. All these possible scenarios 
are equally probable, because the initial nominal PT ID values, nominal WT values, the 
diametrical expansion values, and the wall thinning values are the probabilistic quantities; and all 

four have the uniform distributions. 

                                                                                                                              

6 Conclusions  
 

1. Due to the PT deformations all UT probe positions within the PT tend to change and deviate 
from the nominal values. The total deformation (due to the irradiation, temperature and aging 
effects) consists of a few components: PT axial elongation, diametrical expansion, wall 

thinning, and tube sag. There is also the off-centering (eccentric position) of the RPM  due to 

the centering tolerance. All these factors lead to the variations in the probe WP (deviations 
from the nominal WP), i.e. to the probe displacement (offset) in the radial direction. This, in 
turn, entails changes in the UT beam trajectory, reflection and refraction angles, focusing, 
UT pulse time-of-flight, and other parameters. All these changes affect performance of the 

UT probes and ability of the inspection system to detect, characterize and size flaws, i.e. to 

meet the IS requirements.  
2. In order to meet the IS requirements, all UT probes located in the RPM  should perform at 

various offsets. The ranges of possible offsets of the each probe, i.e. deviations from the 
nominal WP, were calculated based on the effects of each deformation component. 



3. A calibrated UT inspection system and a computerized scanning rig were used for testing. 
The RPM  with standard UT probes was used for experimentation. The tests were performed 

in heavy water. PT specimens with shear wave and NB calibration notches were used for 
measurements. The inspection procedures and techniques, used for testing, were based on the 
code requirements, the IS, and current inspection procedures and practices for flaw detection 

and sizing in the PT. Different probe offsets were simulated by moving rod with RPM  in the 
radial direction. 

4. The obtained results show that techniques using the shear wave angle PE circumferential and 
axial probes meet the IS requirements within the specified range of the offsets from -5.3mm 
to +9.3mm. 

5. Techniques using the shear wave CPC and APC probes cannot provide detection and sizing 

of the calibration notches within the whole required offset range from -5.3mm to +9.3mm, 
i.e. these techniques do not meet the IS requirements. It occurs because the offset change 
leads to the variations in the UT beam incident angle, refraction angle, water-path, trajectory, 
and focusing. As a result, the crossover of the directivity  patterns of two shear wave angle 

CPC probes shifts significantly  with offset. However, the CPC and APC B-scan techniques 

can detect and size the ID and OD flaws within the offset range from -3mm to +2mm. The 
depths of the notch images can be measured within this range with relative error ~15-30%, 
which is almost independent of the offset. Despite the necessity  of maintaining the uniform 
detection sensitivity  at different offsets, the response amplitudes vary significantly , about 

30dB, within the offset range. 

6. Maximum range of the offsets, within which technique using the 20M Hz NB probe can still 
detect and size the ID flaws, lies from -2mm to +3mm out of the whole required offset range 
from -2.8mm to +6.8mm. It occurs because the 20MHz NB probe is a short-focused probe 

with a short depth of field (about ~2mm). Therefore, it has a strongly diverging beam, and its 
focal spot shifts significantly  with an offset. As result, the large offset leads to the significant 

defocusing, and 20M Hz ID focused NB probe loses sensitivity , resolution and ability to 
detect and size flaws. For the same reasons, despite the necessity  of maintaining uniform 
detection sensitivity  at different offsets, the response amplitudes vary significantly , about 

30dB, within the offset range. Depths of the notches can be measured within the offset range 
from -2mm to +3mm with relative error ~10-15%, which is almost independent of the offset.   

7. Technique based on the amplitude shadowing C-images and 3D B-images of the 10M Hz NB 
probe can detect and size the ID and OD flaws within the whole required offset range from    
-6.8mm to +10.8mm. However, it is impossible to detect the shallow and narrow ID and OD 

shear wave calibration notches, by using the amplitude C-images with “material” gate. 
Depths of the notches can be measured within the whole required range of offsets with 

relative error <10%, which is almost independent of the offset. The response amplitude 

distribution is very uniform: it varies ~1dB, within the whole specified range of the offsets. It 
occurs because the 10MHz NB probe is a long-focused probe with FL=38mm, and therefore 

it has a long depth of field (about ~20mm) and a weakly diverging acoustic beam. 
8. Technique using the NB material/OD focused probe can detect and clearly  resolve and size 

all material/OD NB calibration notches within the whole required offset range from -4.8mm 

to +8.8mm. It occurs because this probe has a logarithmic acoustic lens. Therefore, it 
provides a “stretched” focal zone, i.e. it forms a narrow weakly diverging UT beam within a 

long axial range. The response amplitude distribution of the NB material/OD focused probe 

is rather uniform: it varies ~4dB within the whole required offset range. The circumferential 



widths of the notch images at 6dB level can be measured, because the UT beam, generated 
by material/OD focused probe, is narrow and weakly diverging (diameter ~0.4mm at -6dB 

level within axial range from 23mm to 54mm). Depths of the notches can also be measured 
within the whole required range of offsets with relative error ~5-10%, which is almost 
independent of the offset. 

9. The rates of the NB and PC probes offset change and performance deterioration in relation to 
the PT age were estimated.  

10. It was obtained for typical nominal (as installed) PT parameters, that area of the PT surface, 
where techniques using the NB and PC probes do not meet the IS requirements on sizing, 
appears at the top part in the middle of the PT at ~19 years of age, and then linearly increases 

with years in both directions and reaches ~7% of the whole PT surface, when the PT is 30 

years old (end of life).  
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